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.Ahs-iraci—Proxy variables arc licqiicntly used in economics to conirol lor
imavailablc variables in a linear regression setting. I-or example, AI^QT
scores have been uscil ti> control for iuiman eapital aecumulalion in
measuring blaek-white wage dilTeieniials, This practice may bias the
coelTicicni estimates lor the corroeily measured variables as well, 'Ihis
paper models |:iriuy variables as a measLiremcnt error process and derives
bounds for the coei'licicnts on the cortectly measured variables inidci a
variety of assumptions. The results show that the eoellicient on lace in a
linear regression is an overstatement of the aclual black-white wage gap.
Sensitivity analysis suggests that il' human eapital could be correctly
uieasured it wouid be unlikely that the coellieient on blaek would ho
ncsiative.

I. Introduction

THRRE are tnany circumslanccs in micfoecotiomic t-ni-
pirical work where a researcher catinol easily or di-

reelly measure ihe variable theory requifes as ati explana-
tory variahle. In many of these eases, researchers rely upoti
a /;/v).vv variable. Researchers castially expeel Ihe pro.xy
variahle to "absorb" the effects oi the utiobtaitiable variahle
ealled for by theory, Ofteti the proxy is niei'ely a eoiifroi
variable and the researcher has primary interest in anolher
variable. An itnporlant example ol' this is presenled in Ncal
and Johnson (1996). The aulhots are primarily interested in
Ihe hiaek-white wage differenlial. but desire to control for
"hutnan eapital youths have atiained by their late teens as a
predetermined initial condition that constrains the fultn-e
path of hiitiiati capital and. hence, future wages" (Neal atni
Johnsoti. 1996, pp. 871-872). However, human capital (HC)
is. at best. dilTieult lo measure. Neal and Johnsoti (1996)
utilize the Artned Forces Qualilieation Test (APQT) atid the
Armed Serviees Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) as
measures oi acquired HC. The approach is eteative and
potentially useful. Ht)wevet\ a maititained. but incorrect,
assutnption is that the coeflieients on other variables are
icientihed correctly when Ihis proxy variable is used. In lad.
proxy variables can be tiiodeled as an errors-in-vaiiables
problem. Hence, the resulls of Neal and Johnson (1996),
though interesting, tnay be severely biased due lo measure-
ment error. This paper presetits a general m<idel of proxy
variables and applies it to measuring the black-white wage
differetitial using the data and model posited by Neal anti
Johtison (1996).

The tnodel presented here assumes that the veclor of
explanatoty variables ean be broken down into (I) proxy
variables which are linearly related to the trtie variable of
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interest and (2) eorreclly measured variables, Krasker and
Prall (1986) detnonsttale ihal in this type of model, the
coeflieients oti the slopes are not idetititied. atid that i:oc\'-
lieieiils oti the proxy variables are not bountled. The linear
relationship posited below is relatively general: it retjuites
only uncorrelated error strttelure rather Ihan slricl tiiean
ititiependence. Since any pair oT variables can be I'elated
through a linear projection, the model is not overly restric-
tive. Moreover, it allows the pi'oxy variables to be litieaiiy
related to all of the tinmeastned variables, \MM sitiiply the
variable for whieh il is a proxy. Extending results based
tipon Klepper and L-eaiiter (1984). bounds for eoefficienis
on ail correelly measured variables in the nKxlel of Neal and
Johnson (1996) are estitiiated. The possibility of idenlifying
and eslinuttitig bounds for ihe coefHcietits whete the vari-
able is tiieasnred tising a pioxy variable is explored. Similar
boutids have been proposed by Klepper and i.eamer (1984).
Klepper (1988). Leamer (1987), Eriks.^n (I993i, and
Bollinger (1996). among others. Lixeept for Klepper (1988).
Erikson (1993). and Bollinger (1996). all these tesnlls
tequire the measurement ertx r̂ lo be ati adtiitive white noise
process.

The fttiditig is ihat the black-white wage dilTeretitiai, aftei"
eotilrollitig for early aeeutnulation o!' HC. is likely to be
stnaller than esiitiialed by Neai atid .lohnson (1996), Hence,
(he role played by early aecumulalion of IIC is even more
itnportant in explaining blaek-v\hiie wage differetiiials ihan
Neal and Johnson (1996) fmd. Ftirther, a sensitivity analysis
reveals that it is unlikely ihat the trne coellieiem on blaek is
even negative. For tetiiales. the bounds on ihe black cod-
hcient are entirely contained in ihe jiositive teal line, l-or
tnales, il is found that the eotrelation between wage and FK'
wonld have to be retiiarkably low to allow the eoef'ticient on
black Û  be negative, Furtliettiiote. it is foutui that diffei-
ences between males and females iti Ihe tesponse lo I-IC
aeeutnulation and the blaek-wlnle wage dilTerential ate
poleniially smaller tliati previously ihoughl. tltie lo dilTct-
etiees in the strueiure of Ihe tneasurenient error.

Section II deseribes the tiuulel and iiiili/es ihe icsulls ol
Klepper and Leamer (1984) to esiabiish btinnds for coefh-
eieiits on the eorrectly measured variables, Seelioti ill pre-
sents estitnated boutids for Ihe tnodel of Nea! aiui Johnson
(19961 and exatnines the robnsttiess of thetr results lo the
n,se of a proxy variable. Section IV presetits eonelusions and
suggestions for future reseairh,

II. Bounds for a (Jeneral Krrors-in-Variabks Model

A general versioti of iiie errots-iii-variables niotlei. whieh
is well suited to the ptoxy-variable problem, is given by ihe
followitig equations:
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Y ^ Z'S + Z\q + Ll, w|Z|, Z.] - 0, ( I )

(2)

where Zi is a A'] X I vector of unobserved variables, X is
a ^1 X I vector of observed proxy variables, Z2 i^ a kn X
1 veetor of observed variables, and the following assump-
tions hold:

Assumption I. Vie) = D h a
with diagonal elements J, ^ 0,

X diagonal matrix

Assumption 2. Cov(.Zi, e) = 0 and Cov(.Z2, e) = 0.

Assumption 3. Cov(§, u) = 0.

Assumption 4. T is a positive definite ^1 X /c, matrix
with diagonal elements -y;,.

The researcher can only observe the scalar Y,\\\G k\ X 1
vector of proxy variables X, and Z2 {it is presumed that the
intercept is included in the ^2 ^ ' veetor Z2). The re-
searcher is primarily interested in the parameters a, and g is
of secondary importanee. The noise variable e is only
assumed to be uncorrelated with Z. This subsumes many
measurement error processes. The assumptions on F ensure
that the proxy variables are positively correlated with their
respective true variables. This assumption is sitnply a nor-
malization; the key part of it is that the sign of the eotrela-
tion is known. An implication of the assumptions above is
that X and Z] have the same number of elements. If there
exist extra proxy variables, then it is possible to identify the
parameter vector a via an instrumental variables approach
{this is shown in the appendix below). However, the param-
eter vector g is not generally identified (again see appen-
dix). For the case where there are fewer proxy variables, it
becomes problematic, for there is now additionally an omit-
ted variable bias. One may then consider refonnulating the
model in terms of fewer latent variables. The case where
there is a one-to-one correspondence belween proxies and
latent variables is actually quite common. Here, for exam-
ple, a single score tepresents ability.

The failure of identification of g is easily seen. !!' it were
known that F was the identity matrix, then this would
simply be a classical errors-in-variables model, which is
well known to be unidentified. Since F is unknown, the
model cannot be identified. However, it is commonly mis-
understood that a is also unidentified unless Zi and Z^ are
uncorrelated, in which case a is identified simply by the
regression of Y on ZT. Since a major concern in the litera-
ture on the black-white wage gap is that the average differ-
ence between black eamings and white earnings is ex-
plained, in part, by differential attainment of HC during the
individual's youth (see the discussion in Neal & .lohnson,
1996), this assumption is untenable.

For simplicity, this section considers the case where Z|
and Zi are scalars (k^ = ^2 = 1). Without loss of

generality, the variables are all assumed to have mean zero.
The more general case is considered in the appendix.

To understand the identification failure and to apply the
theorems of Klepper and Leamer (1984), the above model
can be transformed. Let a be the slope coefficient, and let
y* be the residuals from the linear projection of Y on Z2.
Similarly, let F be the coefficient, atid let ,Y* be the residuals
from the linear projection of X on Zi. Let <I> be the
coefficient, and Z | be the vector of residuals from the linear
projection of Z| on Zj. Using standard omitted variable bias
results, a nurnber of relationships ean be deseribed:

a = (X

w.

= ZTF 4- e.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Additionally, define Zt* = ZtF and i) ^ (F •')(3. Using
these definitions, equations (5) and (6) ean be rewritten as

X* = z r + e.

(7)

(8)

which is now a classical errors-in-variables model with
slope parameter 9. The identification failure for a is now
readily seen: both <t and 3 must be identified frotn the
observed data to identify a. Even if F were known to be I
(thus allowing identification of <t>), 3 would still be uniden-
tified due to measurement error. Losing tbe reparameteriza-
tion above, the results of Klepper and Leamer (1984} ean be
applied directly to bound B, Bounds on 6 ean then be used,
through equation {3), to bound a.

it is helpful to adopt notation similar to that used by
Klepper and Leamer. Let h'^ be the coefficient from the
direct regression of X* on .Y*. Let h'""' be the reciprocal of
the regression coefficient frotn the reverse regression of X*
on Y* {see the appendix fbr the more general case involving
ki such reverse regressions). The result of Klepper and
Leatner (1984) ean be directly applied to bound 0,

Tlieorem I (Application of result of Klepper and Leamer
[1984]) One has

b''\ :^ |e| ^

and sign (b'^) = sign(/?'''-'") = sign(f)).
This univariate result ean be attributed to Friseh (1934);

a more general multivariate result {used in the appendix)
was developed by Klepper and Leamer (1984), In the
multivariate ease, the bounds can fail if the direct and
reverse regressions ehange sign. When B is a scalar, the
direct and reverse regressions must have slopes of the same
sign, and so the bounds exist. The upper bound is achieved
when Via) = 0: when the only noise in the system is from
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a single mismeasured variable. Hence, Klepper and Leamer
(1984) and Klepper (1988) show that tighter bounds can be
achieved when restrictions are placed on the correlation of
Y"^'- with Z**. These tighter bounds ean be used as a
specification analysis of the type called for by Leamer
(1985).

The corollary belov '̂ gives bounds on the parameter a.
Using equation (3) and the bounds on 0, we have

CoroUary 1. The set of feasible values for a can be
represented as

a G {c FiXh' + (I ~

where 0 < X < I.
If/j'^ and hence /?'*'' are both positive and F is negative (as

is the ease in the example below), then a - Fh'^ < a ^
a - Fh"-"". In general, the two bounds are given by a
Fh^'^'' and a — Fb'-\ with the upper bound being the larger
of the two expressions, and the lower bound being the
smaller. It is interesting to note that even though the param-
eter 3 is neither identified nor even bounded (see Krasker &
Pratt, 1986), the remaining slope coefficients can be
bounded. However, it is also important to note that the slope
coefficients on correctly measured variables are not identi-
fied if any variable is measured with error. The exception to
this is if $ =̂  0, and hence F ^ 0: the case where the
unobserved variable Zj is uneorrelated with the observed
variable Zi. in this ease, though, it would be unnecessary to
control for the variable Z| in the tirst place.

The above results derive a set of bounds which are
population parameters. That is, given the underlying popu-
lation structure described in equations (1) and (2), and
assumptions 1 ^ , the true parameter a will lie within the
bounds in the population. In estimation there are two inter-
pretations. The first, and most obvious, is that the estimated
bounds are estimates of the population bounds. Hence,
inference on the estimated bounds (such as confidence
intervals) gives information on where the true bounds lie.
The researcher can construct a 95% confidence interval for
the lower and upper bounds. One could then use these to
construct a 95% confidence interval for the true parameter.
Unlike confidence intervals for point estimates, this interval
would not collapse to a point as the sample size grew, but
would rather collapse to the population bounds. It can also
be shown (see Bollinger, 1993, or Klepper & Leamer, 1984)
that these bounds hold in sample as well as in population.
The estimated bounds would be exact bounds for the esti-
mated slope if the variable Z, were observed in this data set.
That is, if the true Z, for these data were suddenly available,
the estimated slopes would fall within the estimated bounds.

In many cases, the resulting bounds for 6 and hence a are
too wide to be of practical use. Klepper and Leamer (1984)
suggest two approaches to tightening the bounds. In each
case, they require knowledge about the strength of the
underlying relationships in the model, either through the

correlation between Zt and X, or through the R- of the
regression of Y on Z] and Z2. The use of these approaches
is explored in the next section. However, it is important to
note that bounds for p cannot be obtained by tightening the
bounds on B.

In the classical errors-in-variables literature, information
on the variance of Z is sufficient to obtain identification of
all parameters. Here, that is not the case, but this informa-
tion can be used to then derive the bounds for 3. Without
loss of generality, assume p > 0.

Corollary 2. If there exist known U and L such that V ^
V(Z|) > I. then

— and

The proof is presented in the appendix, hi the case wheie
3, is negative, the bounds are reflected into the negative
orthant. This information is not useful for tightening the
bounds on a. because it does not tighten the bounds on 0.
The information which ean tighten the bounds for B does not
provide bounds for 3- înd conversely, information which
provides bounds for (3 does not tighten the bounds for B. The
issue here is that bounds for 3 i-'iin only be achieved when
information about the relative scale of A" and Z is available
either through the varianee of Z, or through information
about r (as in the classical errors-in-variabies case where T
is known). Tightening the bounds for B, and hence a,
requires information about the signal-to-noise ratio. In the
classical errors-in-variables case, the scale and the signal-
to-noise ratio contain the same information.

UI. Estimation of Wage Equations

Neal and Johnson (1996) present a pathbreaking set of
results, demonstrating that the black-white wage differential
may, in large part, be due to differences in the HC stock
obtained by the late teen years. They argue that this stock of
HC is largely exogenous, and is important in predetermining
future education and wage paths. If this stock could be
measured, the black-white wage differential could be ist)-
lated. They argue that later schooling is. in part, endogenous
when the HC stock is not measured. The opportunities for
additional schooling or other training may be largely corre-
lated with race. Hence, using total education to control for
HC may bias the measurement of the black-white wage
differential due to endogeneity. This implies a model

log wage = (XQ + ^ HC + a | Black

+ ai Hispanic + a* Age + u.
(9)
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--SAMPLL- DhsCRinivE STATISTICS

Men (N = 1593) Women (N ---. |449)

Variable Mean Std, Dev, Mean Std, Dev,

log wage
AFQT
Black
H!*; panic
Al!O

6.793
0,013

0,190
27 06

0,463
I ,(K)0
0,455
0,392
0.806

6.602
0,076

0,202
27,07

0,486
0-895
0.457
0.402
0,805

Neal and Johnson (1996) utilize data derived from the
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth. These same data are
used here.' As noted in Neal and Johnson (1996), the sample
consists of respondents born between 1962 and 1964 who
took the AFQT (over 90% of the original sample) and who
had a valid wage for either 1990 or 1991. A complete
discussion of the construction of the data set can be found in
Neal and Johnson (1996). Table 1 presents the means of the
variables used in the analysis. As with Neal and Johnson
(1996). men and women are analyzed separately.

In the model of Nea! and .Fohnson (1996). Y is the natural
log of wages, and Z, is the immeasurable HC attainment
discussed by the authors. The variable X is the score on the
AFQT. The variable Z2 comprises age and indicators for
black and Hispanic, Clearly, the AFQT score is nota perfect
measure of HC attainment. Moreover, it is unlikely that the
relationship between the HC variable from an earnings
equation and the test score on the AFQT is simply an
additive white-noise measurement error process. In fact, it is
likely to be far more complicated. However, the measure-
ment error model in the previous section does not rule out
more complicaled relationships. It simply expresses the
relationship between the observed score and the true HC
variable as a linear projection, which of course exists
trivially for any pair of variables with finite variances.

Assumption 4 does restriet the linear projection to have a
positive slope. It is difficult to dismiss this assumption as
trivial, but the fact that the military and other organization
use the tesl as a erude measure of practical skill suggests, at
least, that it is likely. Certainly this assumption underlies the
analysis of Neal and Johnson (1996).

A. Basic Bounds

Table 2 presents the direct regression results as found in
Neal and Johnson (1996). The coeffieient on AFQT is b'\
the direct regression. The coefficients on the other variables
in the direci regression of table 2 also provide the left
bounds for those coefficients. The first row of table 4 also
presents the bounds for the black coefficient in this case.
Table 3 presents the reverse regression slope and the other
half of the bounds for a.

' I gratefully acknowledge Neai and Johnson's willingness lo provide
tiiese data. Some minor differences in Ihe results arc explained by editing
performed on ihc NLSY since Ncal md Johnson (1996) w:i,̂  completed.

T\Bl-E 2,^UIRH(T I,O<

Men

Variable {1)

•; WAGE

(2)

Rfi(lRF,S,S10N Kl

( l l

Women

(2)

AFQT

Black

Hispanic

Age

Constant

-0,244
(0,026)

-0.114
(0,030)

0,048
(0.014)

5,591
(0,379)

0,171
(0,012)

0,072
(0.027)

0,006
0,030

0,040
(0.013)

5,738
(0,357)

-0.185
(0,029)

-0,028
(0,033)

Oi)IO
(0,015)

6.386
(0.425)

0,231
(0,015)

0,035
(0,031)

0,145
10,033)

0.023
(0,015)

5-926
(0-.395)

It should be noted that the bounds on a correspond to a
particular value for 9. That is, one cannot combine tables 2
and 3 and pick coefficients for eaeh term from both. If you
argue that B ^ 0.171 (for men), then it must be that the
coefficient on black (for men) is -0.072. As this corre-
sponds to the direct regression, it must also be that the
variance of e (the measurement error term) is zero. Simi-
larly, if you argue that 9 = 1.489, then the coefficient on
black must be 1.255, and the variance of w must be zero (the
true model is deterministic).

The results in tables 2 and 3 shed interesting light on the
black-white wage differential. Due to measurement error,
the coefficient that Neal and Johnson (1996) present for men
is actually the largest negative magnitude possible. Thus,
their results overstate the actual black-white wage differen-
tial. They conclude (see p. 874) thai HC differentials (at age
approximately 18) explain nearly three-ft)urths of the mar-
ginal black-white wage differential. This is, in fact, an
understatement. Error in measuring the HC has caused this
coefficient to be inflated. Indeed, if the measurement error is
large enough, it may actually be that the wage differential,
after controlling for HC stock, is positive.

For women the small positive coefficient estimated by
Neal and lohnson (1996) is also an understatement, indeed,
if HC were perfectly tneasured, black women mighi actually
make more than their white counterparts by 3.5% or more.
Although the upper bound is highly unlikely, it clearly

TABLti 3,~-STANt)ARDIZt;D t.OC WAGL RrVERSh: R L O R R S S I O N S

Variable

AFQI

BSack

tiispynic

Age

Constant

Men

1,489
(0.070)

1,255
(0,127)

I-J

(0, I I I )

-0,02-^
10,039)

6,864
(1-056)

Women

i.648
(0.065)

1,393
(0,126)

i,19«
(0,115)

0.100
(0,039)

3,101
(1,074)
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places the true eoefficient on black women in the positive
range-

To understand why Neal and Johnson (1996) get an
understated estimate of the coefficient on black, note that
the bounds for the coefficient on black are

J- (10)

The term f/bkick '̂  found in the first and third columns of
table 2 (for men and women respectively). The term f\-,\,,^-^ is
the coefficienl on black from a regression of AFQT on the
two race variables and age. For men it is --1.006; for
women it is —0.952, Sinee b'^ < 7̂̂ '='', the slope from the
direct regression (which assumes no measurement error and
is thus one end of the spectrum) is the smaller—or more
negative—of the two bounds. Intuitively, this is similar to
an omitted variables regression. The AFQT proxy behaves
like true HC, but is an imperfect measure. Hence, some of
the variation in HC is not taken into account in the direct
regression estimated by Neal and Johnson (1996), If black
and HC are correlated, then the coefficient on black will
pick up some of the unaccounted variation in HC. Since, by
assumptions 2 and 4, the covariance of black and AFQT has
the same sign as covariance of black and human capital, it
follows that on average blacks had lower HC accumulation
than whites (at the time of the AFQT test). Since black and
HC are negatively related whereas HC and log wage are
positively related, the coefficient on black will be biased
downward by the unaccounted variation in HC.

The use of direet and reverse regressions in examining
discrimination and racial wage differentials has a substantial
history. For example, see Kamalich and Poiaehek (1982) or
Conway and Roberts (1983). In these cases, the coefficients
on race (or gender) in the reverse regression (ability on
salary and race) were interpreted as measures of how
productivity or ability were distributed across race, holding
salary constant. Often the reverse regression shows coeffi-
cients on the race (or gender) variable which are small in
magnitude and insignifieant. This is taken to be evidence of
fairness. The fiamework above allows this claim to be
evaluated. Rearranging equation (9) yields

a.n + o log wage - ~- Black

Hispanic - - Age - - u.
(11)

Hence, the coeflieient on blaek, for example, is a rescaled
version of the original coefficient. In addition, the variable
u is correlated with log wage, and hence introduces a
downward bias on the coefficient on log wage (see Klepper
& Leamer, 1984—this gives the upper bound on 3) and
hence on all other coefficients as well (also resulting in
these being bounds). The reverse regression coefficient on
black may be quile small in magnitude, depending on the

—SUMMARY OF BUI.LN'HS IOK 6, (i (THI: CCJEFFICIENT ON HUMAN
CAPITAL), AND «„,.„„ (THE COLFFICEENI- ON BtAfK)

Scenario B B ahi.,,t

Basic resuli dairies 2, 3)
Assume VifiC) =•- I
A',;,,, -• 0 , 1 6 2 7 ((•(hi,,ck < 0
fc;,,,, = 0,707 (((,,,,.a < 0)

Men

10.17, 1.491
10,17. i,4')l
10,17.0.24]
10,17.0,24]

10.17,
|-0,07. 1.261

,49] 1-0,07. l.26|
1-0,07.0]
1-0,07.01

Women

Basic resuli (tables 2, 3 above) [0.23. 1.6,5]
Assume V(HC}
Kl,., -• 0,1627 (
pi,,, --• 0,707 (a

|0,23,
())

— [0.04, 1,39]
[0,22, 1,56] |0.04, 1,39]

0)

magnitude of 3 and the variance of w. Thus tests based upon
simply the reverse regression coefficient estimate (as op-
posed to the rescaled coefficienl used here) may not have
much power. Failure to reject should not be taken as
evidence of fairness. The approach here formalizes the
information contained in the reverse regressions in a way
that allows the question of intetest to be addressed.

IV. Bounds for Human Capital Coefficient

To obtain bounds on the HC coefficienl [i, additional
information must be used. Since HC has no intrinsie scale,
an approach that has appeal is to assume that its variance is
1. This represents an arbitrary scaling of the variable. Then,
comparisons of HC can be done in terms of standard
deviations from the mean (of zero). Using the results in
corollary 2 gives the bounds presented in the second row of
table 4. The fact that the variance of the AFQT score for
men is 1 (see table 1) implies that the bounds reported in
tables 2 and 3 represent bounds on the response of log
wages to a 1 standard deviation change in HC accumulation.
That is, log wages will rise between 0.171 and 1.489. Note
that this additional information gives no improvement for
the bounds 0. Since the bounds on the coefficient for black
derive only from the bounds on 0, there is no improvement
there either.

For women the variance for AFQT scores is 0.801 (see
table 1), so the bounds from theorem 2 imply that a 1
standard deviation change in HC attainment results in a
change in log wages between 0.219 and 1.559. This is also
presented in the second row of table 4. It is interesting in
that it more closely aligns the female response to HC with
the male response. This suggests ihat previous results whieh
suggest female wages respond more to HC attainment may
indeed be due to differences in the measurement error
structure between men and women, rather than differences
in market forees. In fact, empirical research into response
error in other variables suggests that women and men do
have different processes (see, for example, Boilinger, 1998;
Bound & Krueger, 1991: Bollinger & David, 1997). Again,
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note ihal the adtlcd informalion gives no iniproveiiient ior
ihe boLiiuK on H ;iiid hence the coefficient on black.

.4. Sen.sitivnv

The ii[:)[iei" bound on 0 ean only be aehieved if V{ii) — 0.
that is. oniy if the struclural equation (9) is delerniiiiisiie.
This seems unlikely. However, it is interesting to note that in
ihis case, hoiiiuls appear relatively lighl (see BoMinger,
1996. 01" Bollinger, 2()()1, for examples where the bountls
are ver\ vvidei. However, it is diftieult to judge, for 0 has
linie ecDiioniie content as it stands. Kiepper and Leamer
(I9S4) demonstrate how information about the R- of the
relalionshi[t belw een Y"^' and Z'i'* (whieh is ec]Liivalenl to the
R- of the regression a\' Y on Z\ and Zi here) ean he used to
tighten the bounds on (I, and eonsequcntly the bounds on a.
The upper bound on H and the resulting positive upper
bound on the coellicient on black are associated with an R-
of I for the ^ti'uctural regression of Y on Z|, Zi. Henee.
bouiitiing that R- will move the posilive bound on black
toward zero, Klepper and Leamer (1984) show ihal if R^ <
/\';i,,,,. then (I '^ l^luJ'"'"' C'-'i' lli^ sealar ease studied here).
Rather ihan posu a particular /̂ ,̂,,,,. one ean hnd Ihe value
loi" /v';,,,, which gives a zero upper bound on the eoeffieient
lor blaek. This is asking what conditions support a negaiive
coefiicicni on black. Since a negative eoeflicient on black
is the usual linding, the answer to this question provides
a measure of Uow sensitive that finding is to measure-
ment error. IMng the results in theorem I, the eondition can
be found by solving for A'̂ .,, in the equation (/|,|,,,.i, -
l'\H>\M.wJ>"''l^iu'. =- *'• F*""' the males, the resulting value is
0.1627, The associated bounds are presented in the third
row of lable 4, The very low R- seems an unlikely eondition
and suggests Ihat the eoeffieient on hiaek may indeed be
zero or even slightly positive, as with the results for women.
Failing lo properly measure the aelual HC attainment at age
1S may aeeount for all of the black-white wage differential.

Similarly, information about the correlation between the
true regressor (in this ease fZt) and the observed X̂^ ean be
used to tighten the bounds (Klepper & Leamer. 1984).
Again, the correlalion between Zt and X* is equal lo the
correlation [xMween Z, and X. due to the assumption that the
error e is uncorrelaied with Z2. For the simple ease where
only one variable is measured with error, the results frotn
Klepper and Leamer (1984) are greatly simplihed. Given an
upper and a lower btnind (p̂ ^̂ ^ and p,7, respeelivelyt on the
eorrelation between Z, and A", the results of Klepper and
Leamer and 'l'lie(Mem I above ean he used to show that

( ' • • (I

Note that if p - ' I. this establishes that /7'' is the lower
bound on H, while if p,i ^ (). it establishes that h'^ and H have
Ihe same sign. Hence, tightening p*- will tighten the lower
bound, whereas lightening p:l will tighten the upper hound.

As above, the value for p,i. that bounds (t low enough to
ensure ihat the coefticienl on blaek is negaiive can he solved
hy Iniding c/hiii.k ~ /̂ Ai'OT.i-'i.Kk'/''̂ 'A*i) "' 0. Solving this
equation itnplies thai the correlation between HC attainment
at age 18 and the AI-QT must be at least 0.707 to ensure that
the coeflieient on blaek is negative. This result is shown in
the fourth row of table 4. If p- were less than 0.707, then fhe
coeffieient on black wouid be nonnegative. This statement is
mueh more diflicult to analyze than the restriction on the R-
of the w\ige equation. However, it seems unlikely that the
AFQT is that precise a measure of hutnan capital.

The two restriclions are related. In faet, it is not difiicuil
to show that a eorrelation between X and Z, of at least 0,707
requires that R^ of the regression of K* on Zt must be no
larger than 0.1627. The intuition is straightforward: There
arc two sourees of error in the model. /; and t\ The residua!
from the regression of K* on X'-^ (and ihe regression oi X'--
on r^) measures the total of these errors. The upper hound
on 0 assumes that this total is alloeated entirely to e, and the
lower bound assumes it is allocated lo u. The conditions on
R- or p- ahove loree an allocation of \arianee to each source
of error. Hence, given the additivity ensured by the uneor-
related errors, the eonditions must he identical, Henee, in
order to have a coeffieient on blaek that is negaiive in sign,
the 7̂ " between Y'^ and X'^' must be no larger Ihan 0.1627,
which ensures thar at least 709r of the variation in AFQT is
due only to variation in HC.

V. Conclusions

The above analysis suggests that HC attainment at age 18
may explain all of the gross differences in wages between
blacks and whites. The faet that HC is, at best, only grossly
eontrolled for leads to potential bias in the measure of the
hIaek-white wage differential. In this ease, that bias is large
enough to switch signs for the men. For the women, as
showed by Neal and Johnson (!')%). the coefficient is
measured as positive, hut that may also be an understate-
ment. This finding suggests that poiiey-makers should focus
on early education rather than ex post labor market out-
comes.

Moreover, fhe paper finds that some of the ohserved
difference between male and female eoeflicients on proxy
variahles for HC may be due to differences in the measure-
ment error structure rather than actual differences in returns
lo human eapital. Similarly, the ustiai result that hIack men
are the mosl affected hy black-white wage differentials is in
question also. It may be simply that there are diiferent
measurement error processes at work rather than aetuai
differenees in labor market outeomes.

•fhis paper also brings a general overall warning to
researchers: when proxy variables are used. eoefHeienls on
other variab!es may also be biased—in some eases severely.
Using the approach here, an understanding of the effect of
nieasuremeni error may be gained. Since the u.se oi proxy
variahles is widespread in mieroecoiioniic work, a genera!
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call for Ihis kind of specification analysis is warranted.
Further research into analytic solutions for more comph-
cated proxy-variable specilicalions is also warranted.
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APPENf:)IX

I. Miillivariate Version ot r

Ihe set of feasible values for 0 is the convex hul! of the k
(Klepper & Leamer, 1984)- That is.

Ft|uations (3) Ihrough (8) easily generalize to a niullivariate model.
Hence e(.|uations (7) and (S) along with assumpiions 1—t dehne a classieal
erro!s-in-\ariables system with A, mismeasured right-hand-side variables.
It is straiglilforward to then apply the resulls of Klepper and Leamer
( 1984). They detine the direct regression and A, 4- I reverse regressions,
'Fhe reverse regression coeflicicnts arc arrived at by regressing eaeh
observed .Y^^-variable upon Y'' and the remaining X"^-variables and rear-
ranging the resulting lilted equation so that Y is baek on the left-hand side,
t.et /_»•' be the eoeftieient \eci(ir from the direet regression, and let /_)' be the
vector of eoefticients from the /"̂  reverse regression. Then it the k + I
direet and reverse regression coefficient veetors are all in the same orthant.

e b - \jf +

regresstons

(Al)

where A., > 0 and \ j -^ X, -i-• • • -I- \ , = I.
The lower bound for each variable witi be the smallest coeffieient value

from the ^1 + ! direct and reverse regression veelors, and the upper
botind will be the largest coefticient value from the k\ + I regression
vectors. The requiremeni that all A:, -I I vectors be in the same orthant
enstires that tbe sign of the coefficient on each variable is the same across
aii 1̂ -I- I eoeftieient veetors. If the eoefticients change sign, the bounds
do not exist,

Tbe result for the case where there is only one X-variable (as discussed
in the texl) is slraightforward. As Friseh (1934) showed, the sign of the
direct and reverse regressions coefficients will always be the same. Hence.
for the sealar case, the general expression above reduces lo

tj e {/? I /. = (I -\)b"-\. (A2)

Thus, for 6 > 0. we have //' ^ 6 < /;>"•''. with the result reflected into the
negative orthant when 0 < 0,

2. Proof of Corollary I

As noted above, equation (3) is easily expressed for the muUivanate
case. The coefticient vector a from the regression of Y on Z2 can be
written as

a - n + <-P^. (A3)

The 2̂ ^ ^1 matrix <l> i,s composed of the eoeffieient veelors from the
projection of each variable in Z, on Z2 (the i'2 X 1 vectors from each
regression are stacked side by side). Rearranging yields

Using the detinitions of 6 = 1' 'g and F ~ <1>F, results in

(A4)

*A5)

The factors (_/ and F are estitnable frotn the sample. The bounds on 0 above
give the hnal bounds on g. An important point to note here is that each
feasible value for the vector 6 described by equation (A-2) yields a
feasible value for a. This implies that some combinations of values for
individual coefficients in a are not feasible. That is, one cannol sitnply
piek any cotiibination of values within the upper and lower bounds for
each coefticient,

3. Proof of Corollary 2

A more detailed proof can be found in Bollinger (1993),
tJtilizing the t'ratnework of Klepper and Leamer (1984), and defining

the /"' row of V as V,, it can be shown that

(A6)

Thus tbe bounds on cr,, imply that

Detining
yields

V,.

1

the ratio

- if]
(A7)

= !',/T,,, using the detiniiion of ()„ and rearranging

(A8)

(A9)
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Deline h' as an arbitrary convex linear combination of all regression
coefficient vectors excepl h'. By the results of Klepper and Leamer
( H)84), llie leasihle values of f) are of the form (-J6' -̂ (I - a)!)'with a G
| 0 . 1 |, II can be shown ihat

and

- a)Rl,b', (A 10)

4. Identification Issues for Muitipie Proxies

We consider the identification of parameters when the number of proxy
variables exceeds the number of latenl variables. Con.sider the model with
(wo proxy variables .V, and X^ tor a smgle latent variable Z, and an
observed variable 7^^. Using the tramework above, con.sider the residuals
y^, X*,, and X% from the regressions of K, X,. and X-, on Z-:

K* = |JZt + u. iA!3)

h'
( A l l )

Using Ihe expressions (A-20) and (A-11), it can be shown thai the
minimum of the left-hand side of equation (A-9) occurs at r; ~ I. The
maximum of the Icfi-hand side of equation (A-8) occurs at c; = 1 if
/̂ .-!r''i - //"•"'. and occurs at (/ ~ 0 otherwise. Hence

Ly,
i A i 2 )

.Since /'"'•" ;•-- ifijy, ^-- h[ from proposition 1. then /?;""'V(i, ^ I/7, ^
/J™"/^,. This last fact is used to establish the theorem. In the univariate
case, ihere arc only h'^ and h''"'-'. Substituting these for I?' and h"''-
respectively, and recogni/ing ihat R.^,b', ̂  h"^'''" must always hold for this
case, the result foliows.

X*, = -i-jZ

(A14)

(A 15)

The covariance of K* ;md Xf is -j', V(7*).. and the covariancc of Y"'- and X*
]^y2ViZ'*). The covariance of Xt and A"* is 717:V(Zt). Hence, bothO, =
p/-y, and 0: = ^/y^ are itientitied by the ratios of covariances. The slope
coefficient from the regression of Y on Zj is again

/ • • , ( ) , (AI6)

Since the regression of X, on Z^ yields /•', and 6, is estimable from the IV
regression, the term a is idcntitied. The results easily extends lo the
multivariate case. Black. Berger, and Scott (2000) provide an approach for
a related case.






